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1. Abstract 
We present a Mars Atmospheric and Volatile 

EvolutioN (MAVEN) data-model comparison to 
better constrain the response of Mars’ atmosphere to 
changes in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) 
configuration, specifically with how the IMF 
influences the escape of the atmosphere. Because 
Mars lacks a dipole magnetic field, the solar wind 
directly interacts with the upper neutral atmosphere 
to create ‘pick-up’ ions.  The pick up ions can 
subsequently escape to space, with a spatial 
dependence on the IMF configuration. We will 
present global maps of escaping O+ during different 
solar cycle phases for multiple IMF conditions using 
a magnetohydrodynamic and test particle simulation.  
We will compare these to the relevant MAVEN 
datasets and examine how the different IMF 
configurations could influence the escape rate from 
Mars’ atmosphere. Using the models, we will also 
address the role of the solar cycle and crustal field 
orientation. 

 
2. Introduction 

Diagenetic and isotopic evidence suggests that 
Mars hosted large inventories of water (e.g. [1,2]), 
much of which may have escaped to space [3]. When 
water in the atmosphere is photodissociated, the 
resulting hydrogen can be removed via 
hydrodynamic escape [4] while the resulting oxygen 
is 16 times heavier and requires ~2 eV at Mars to 
escape, which is more than most photochemical 
processes provide. Thus other mechanisms are 
necessary to explain the removal of oxygen from 
these atmospheres. 

One of the non-thermal mechanisms for removing 
oxygen is through the interaction with the solar wind. 
Mars lacks an intrinsic dipole magnetic field, which 
creates a scenario where neutral oxygen can be 

ionized and 'picked up' and accelerated by the 
background convective electric field. Pick-up ions 
can affect two significant processes for atmospheric 
escape: 1) sputtering via pick-up ion precipitation as 
well as 2) escape through pick-up ion acceleration [5]. 
In the first process, pick-up ion precipitation drives 
atmospheric escape through sputtering when an 
energetic ion re-impacts the atmosphere and collides 
with neutral oxygen, exchanging momentum and 
causing the neutral oxygen to have enough energy to 
escape the atmosphere. In the second process, oxygen 
can escape when it is ionized and swept away by the 
solar wind. 
 

2. Approach 
Simultaneous measurements of plasma and 

magnetic fields are critical for assessing how much 
of the ionized gases in Mars’ atmosphere escape; 
MAVEN is the first spacecraft since Phobos in 1988 
to carry both plasma instruments and a magnetometer. 
Using the available observations, we present 
comparisons of simulated heavy planetary ions with 
MAVEN plasma data to better constrain atmospheric 
loss rates at Mars. Specifically, questions remain 
about the effect of the interplanetary magnetic field 
(IMF) on atmospheric erosion due to the lack of a 
dipole magnetic field. Past data observations have 
indicated that most of the pick-up ion escape is 
behind the planet through the tail, but numerous 
simulations have predicted a high-energy plume 
driven the convective electric field generated by the 
IMF. The MAVEN data will be compared to model 
results from the Mars Test Particle (MTP) simulation 
and the BATS-R-US magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) 
simulation in order to capture both the fluid and 
kinetic behavior of the upper atmosphere. Both 
simulations use a 3-D neutral atmosphere, and the 
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MHD simulation is a single fluid, multi-species 
realization [6,7].  

 
3. Preliminary results 

The most observed IMF configurations at Mars 
have been a Parker spiral in the towards and away 
sector [8]. Using the suite of models mentioned 
above, we present maps of escaping O+ on a spherical 
shell around Mars at 3 RM. We will compare the high 
altitude plasma observations of O+ using the particle 
and field instruments on MAVEN, including 
STATIC, SWIA, SWEA and MAG. Specifically, we 
will present magnetic field observations of a reversal 
in the IMF from a towards to an away sector, 
highlighting the response of the observed behaviour 
of the heavy ions seen by SWIA and STATIC. 

 

 

Figure 1: The Molleweide projection of escaping 
O+ from 3 RM is looking directly downtail of the 
planet. The flux is on a log scale in units of cm-2 s-1. 
The top panel illustrates the escape pattern for an 
away sector IMF while the bottom panel illustrates 
the escape pattern for a towards sector IMF. 
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